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CHAPTER I 
THE PROBLE:t-1 
}_. Introduction 
Ever since 2'1.J.n lveighed a ps.rticuJ.arly Fc11 shaped piece of flint in 
his hand and pondered over -"Jhether he should shape it i~o an axe to 
bash in the heN; of his rb.ro.l in the m~;:-::, v<•.lley or i!lto a .tJloi·: for 
planting maize, man has been faced 1·rl.th the p~:"_;.;le:d.ng problem of choosing 
his life's \vork. In thos 3 priE.eval da;ys _, the choice was, of course, a 
relatively si::nple one an:l it is doubtful whether man, in his sLJ._.;;licity, 
suffered the tensions and emotional consequences i·hich the same problem 
affords hi~ today~ 
To an;rone who has w::.tched the rrarch of industrial l:ro3ress in this 
country for the past several generations, there seems to be no limt to 
what >ve may expect. i.ilodern methods and modern machinery ba.ve ~ultiplied 
the efficiency of humo..n hands., have added both to the cJ.11.antity and to the 
beauty of machine-made art, arrl h:we_, in hrge part, built up a cormner-
cial enterprise second to none in the 110rld. 
This triurnph.:.nt rrarch along the roads of cormnerce and physical lmou-
ledge has not, unfortun.s.tely, been matched by our abilities to keep pace 
emotionally. Our complicated economic system has become so intensely 
competitiv0 and so fast moving that it passes comprehension of even those 
't'Iho are labeled as e:h."})erts in the field. The scientific achievements of 
the human race hfwe expanded nan's knmvledse of the world in which he 
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lives to the point "ivhere, paradoxically, he finis it h3.rder and harder to 
live in it. 
Hot the least of man 1 s problel:J.S in this era of p-.cogress is ·Ghe dif-
ficult question of hm·1 he is to employ himself and maintain his family 
in a manner which wins approval of the society of 1.vhich he is a member. 
~~'•lhat shall I do for my life's work?" is not answered as easily as in the 
days \·lhen hunter, farmer, fisherman or arro1vma.ker represented the range 
of occupa. tions. The Dictionary of Occupational Titles 1vhich is composed 
of a listing of jobs •• "contains 22,028 defined jobs "~<r'nich are knmm 
by an additional 17,995 titles, making a total of 40,023 defined titles. 11 
Conu;.1enting on our changing economy, the Dictionary sa3-rs: 111'he coverage of 
this edition, both occupational and industrial, is by no means complete. 
In a rapidly moving economy, such as our ovm, lJhere both progress and 
change are inherent, no edition can ever be considered complete and cur-
rent. Ne1r1 jobs constantl;y come into being, and old ones cba.nt:;e or be-
1/ 
come obsolete. 11 
It is truly a bewildering variety of careers vJhich offers itself to 
the ;y-outh 1-rho is facing the choice of his lif e 1 s v1ork. O.f the difficulty 
of this choice, Ginzberg sa;ys: "It is not possible to su.rrum.rize the range 
of dif.ficulties that rnaJ arise as individuals atte;;.1pt to :nake an occupa-
gj 
tional choice." 
Jju. s. Depart;nent of Labor, Dictionary of Occurational Titles, Volume I, 
Definitions of Titles, Second 3dition, u.s. Government Printing Office, 
l'lashington, D.C., l·:arch, 1949, pxi. 
gjEli Ginzberg and Associates, Occupational Choice, Colw~bia University 
Press, Ne'\'J York, 1951, p247. 
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2. Purpose of the Study 
In the light of increasing complexity of vocational choice, the man-
ner of choice and the reasons for the choices of enlisted Varines who are 
being released to inactive duty at the Varine Barracks, u. S. Naval Base, 
Boston., JXfassachusetts., becomes a matter of importance. 
It is the purpose of this study to determine if an e::amimtion of the 
choices of vocations and the factors 1-Jhich underlay these choices on the 
, 
part of these men might not reveal some significant trends or factors 
1vhich might lead to a better understanding of the process of vocational 
choice. 
3. Justification of the Study 
It is indisputable that a great mny studies hc1. ve concerned them-
selves "lith the problem of forming a theory of vocatiom.l choice and the 
identification of the factors which have led to the choice. There is a 
considerable body of literature dealing ~~th the fascinatins subject and 
still i~1ore are being published every day. 
One might ask, "If there is so much literature in existence arrl re-
search already accomplished, why bother with any more? Surely the sub-
ject of vocational choice and its factors have been analyzed so thoroughly 
that little, if any knowledge can be added." Ginzberg provides us vdth an 
11 
answer ,,hen he discusses the work accompanyiP.c; his researches. He says, 
11 The American literature, particularly the investizations of 
the last decade or t1vo, '•Tere revie11ed for us by Professor Donald 
Super., Teachers College, Columbia University. Specifically, he 
£/Ginzberg, op. cit., pl6 
assessed the psychological literature to determine the light it 
might throw on the role of parents and other key persons in the 
choice process: the relation of occupational choice to persona-
lity structure: the relation of changes in the values and goals 
of individuals to their O(;Cupat ional choices.. In addition, he 
assessed prior stu:lies to determine whether they indicated the 
extent to which individuals give consideration to reality factors: 
whether they have information about actual job opportunities: the 
extent to which they are concerned 1.-li. th direct work satisfaction 
as distinct from such considerations as inro rre ani the opportu.Yli-
ties for advancement. 
Professor Superrs review disclosed that the work of prior 
investigators could not be integrated. l':Oreover the findings 
Here frequently contradictory. One study sh01t1ed that boys tend 
4 
to enter the occupations of their fathers: the ne:A't indicated that 
this was the exception rather than the rule. One investi§ator was 
convinced that occupational choice is largely dictated by social 
and economic environment, another stresses the emotional determi-
nants. It \\Tas L"llpossible to make any generalization about the 
determining factors. For the :nost part, ~'Jrior investigators h3.d 
studied the relation of one particular factor, such as family back-
ground, age or sex. • • • 
It had been impossible to build a. .;eneral theory of occup.J.-
tional choices out of the finuings of our o1.m empirical investiga-
tions and little was added throu..:;h a revie>'l of the literature." 
Thus, Ginzber~ provides us 1dt0 the justification that, vrhile a 
gre2.t body of l:::.terc::l:.ur~" 0'"'~JY.J.sin;5 !ll-:::1:·· thee>ries and discussions of 
theories exists, there is ;yet very little understood about the process 
of occupation2l choice. Purther, an exacination of the research shous 
that prc>.ctically all which has tal~en place concerns itself vd.th popula-
tions uhich are school associated in tre.t they are ci t!1er pupils who 
are still in the process of training for an occupa.tion or are students 
in a school 1·rho are in the process of chan,2;ing their occupation. 
The I·l.arines in this study md for the most p1rt completed their 
for.:nal educational training arrl v1ere not eligible for the schooling 
offered by the various veteran's bills. Thus they 1.·1ere not under the 
pressure of going back to school as part of a free bargain as were many 
of the men i!ho had for:r...erly left the service as veterans. E:Ost of them 
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had done solll9 1:JC>rk prior to their entry into the service a.nd thus could 
be said to have had sore experience in the labor market. Since their 
choices 1>1ere largel;}' uninfluenced by artificial conditions and they had 
had some experience in u:>rkirc, their choices may be said to reflect a 
ne1v group which is slightly different from the school connected popula-
tions so frequently studied by other investigators. 
It is the purpose of this study to deternine if an analysis of the 
choices this group of relatively mature youths who are beins faced vti.th 
an abrupt shift in their economic status ;.d..ll develop an;;- trends i'ihich 
'Hill be of value in clearing some of the confusion and disagreements 
i'Ihich are e.::dstent. 
In addition, these men are leaving the service of their country during 
a period vJhen their retention is hi.:;hly desirable. The ..;~med Forces are 
Gn§l . .::;ed in a bitter coupetetive strugc;le lJith private industry for the 
service of these trained technicians; their replacement is expensive and 
debilitating. It is highly desirable that the gre~test nmnber of trained 
men be retained in the Armed l',orces in order to provide an adequa. te level 
of defense and scientific progress which is commensurate -vr.ith the Horld 
situation. This must be done and clone vd.th the least e;q_::>ense. If the 
responses obtained from this stud.y in any way aid the retention of men in 
the Armed Services, directly or indirectl;}r, then this study >dll be more 
than justified. 
4. Scope of the Study 
The study encompasses an examination into the reasons for occupa-
tional choice given b;/ the l'.iarines who vJ"ere processed for release at the 
post. It analyzes their inunediate reactions to an immedic::.te change in 
6 
their economic status as well as a probe into their long range plans for 
their desired careers. These ~arines are generally from the New England 
area and represent a cross sect:.ion of the area. The vital data used wo.s 
taken from the service reco:rds of the men. The intervie"trJing technique 
used iva.s designed to be general and was carefully non-commital so far as 
mentioning or suggesting any specific factors for vocatior~l choice. 
This avoidance of sug::;estion is a sharp deviation from the r.E.jorit~·- of 
studies which are cited in this study as references or 1.vhich are avail-
able in the literatUre. For the most part, these studies furnished 
factors and asked students to evaluate or other"trti.se identify them. jfie-
ther this method may have contaminated the results by sugeesting to the 
persons vrho 'i'lere being shl.died so.T-e reasons 'trJhich otherwise w-:>uld not 
11 
have occurred to them is a moot question. Lehman and iJitt.y found th:.t 
the reasons given by children and adults alike on responses to question-
nairas cannot be tru.sted. .At any rate, this interrogation depended upon 
a counseling type of relationship and the hope th_-:.t the factors of voca-
tional choice thus identified would be more of the nature of those ':hich 
the ]ll'.arines thought of as the prill.ary factors as evidenced by their ver-
balization of them and thus could be considered as those reGsons ~mich 
to them were the most irnporte>.:nt. 
JjHarvey C. Lehman and Paul A. \'Iitty, "Some Factors I:Jhich Influence the 
Child's Choice of Occupation", The Elementary School Journal, (December, 
1930), 31:285-291. 
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5. Lirnitat ions of the Study 
No effort vms made to ve1·ify the truth of the responses of the r,1en 
viho under1·rent. the int ervie1·1. A fe1f of these men undoubtedly had a re-
sentment against the military service and their ansv·Jers i·rere according-
, 
ly gu:.rded against any cooperation vdth the intervieuer; others may have 
been reluctant. to admit tha. t they- had no definite plans for the.i.r future 
or may have glamorized them slightly for bette.r social acceptance. 'l'he 
data obtained frojn the service records, on the other hand, are of the 
highest order of veracity in that they oornprise the official records of 
the men oo nc erned. 
Since the personneL generally came from the same geoL;raphico.l area, 
the results must naturally be interpreted in consideration of this re-
striction. 'ri1ese men, furthermore, represeJ.t a reasonably- i·rell sele ct.ed 
grou) from the stan:ipoint of phJsical qualification. Their responses 
therefore are at;ypical in that there is no saruple of the lame and the 
halt included. Lastly, they represe:rrt:. a selected group from the stand-
l::>oint of· behavior since they "1\'0uld not have been per-mitted to enter the 
service if they had ha.d a record of civilian delinquency as youths. In 
these !'espects the j:·arinescc:mnot be oonsidered as t~pical youths of 
this age but must be regarded as an especially selected sample. 
6. Procedure 
.i.'he data 1vhich are of the natur-a of vital statistics of the persons 
were obtained from the service r-ecords of the ! 1Jarine Corps. 'l'he data 
which are ooncerned 1·Jith the interests of the indi victuals and thci.r choices 
and the reasons for them are the result of per.:>onal int ervie•:r '.d.th the 
persons 't'lhose responses are cited in this study. ;jbile the irrt.ervievier 
vras in the position of a superior offica:c over these mm, an effort -was 
made tD attain an atmosphere of a counselin:~ intervieiri t'iith the men ',-.;ho 
i'lere being released to inactive duty. Just ho;:r much rapport "t·ras achieved 
as a result and how much truth was elicited as a result of the intervievi 
is, of course, subject to question. The intervie\"rer believes houever, 
that the majority of the men I"Tere sincere <.l!ld cooperative in their efforts 
to assist the author in his studies. The i~tervievr was begun ·~Jith a gen-
eral statement of the nature of the study and the reason for the intervie;·,r 
with the rran. He vias then asked to ansNer several general questions and 
his responses to those questions were used as a springboard for further 
discussion and questioning. The interviews camot be said to have followed 
any definite stereotyped pattern$ rather they depended upon the tenor of 
the responses to the questions. In this manner, it was hoped that conta-
mination of the responses of the individu.sl.s could be avoided anci the true 
factors •·Jhich imposed a c;;;rtain choice upon the l·.iarine could be evoked. 
They usually lasted for thirty minutes or more. 
There \.·Jere five gen!3ral areas explored bJ the intervie1.ver. '.f'hese 
Nere: the immed:i.a t e plans of (,he i:'Ja.rine for his enplo;)rraEnt, his long 
ran_; e hopes and aspirations for a career, what his family thought of his 
choices, the wan 1 s attitude tovra.rd his home town, am what effect the man 
thought milita.ry service had upon his career. 
As the interview progressed the inte:."vieVJ\3r took rough notes vJhich 
\'/ere le.ter swzunarized and uhich form the basis for the results indicated 
in this study. 
This study is actually divided into hro parts. 'l'he first group of 
thirty Ivlarines 1vho are part of the study Here interviewed durin::; the 
period of October-December 1957. The intervie::d.ng '~::as interrupted be-
cause of the holiday leave period which encompasses the latter part of 
December a.'Yld the first half of January. In addition, the Services re-
lease those persons vmose enlistments eJ~pire during the holiday leave 
period early enouGh so that they may return to their homes before the 
holida;ys. This causes a gap in the flmv of persons 1-J'ho are bein.s; pro-
cessed for release. As a result this study vm.s interrupted for lack of 
personnel in the first half of December and was not resumed until the 
first part of February 1958. The second group of thirty ~~rines vm.s in-
terview·ed in a period of three months, from February to April 1953. 
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A very interesting concurrent development which occurred during this 
hiatus and continued throughout the second part of the irrt erviewing i'V<ls a 
rapid deterioration of the state of the economic health of the country. 
It seemed that business oonditions steadily i'lorsened and unemployment in-
creased rapidly. Thus a significant variable was introduced for the lat-
ter half of the persons who were intervievred11 that of reduced opportunity 
for employment at the time that the men -vrere entering the labor narket. 
\fuile this \'las not a planned part of this study, the opportunity to in-
clude it to determine what effect the deterioration of economic opportu-
nity had upon the attitudes of the men was too good a one to miss. In 
addition, this division of the population into two equal groups serves to 
act as a check upon the reliability of the sample, the intervieNing pro-
10 
cess and ths data obtained from the two groups. Accordin,gly, all data 
shown in the tables. are sho1rm in terms of Group 11A11 , the first group to be 
intervimved, and Group 11B11 , the second group. The groups are compared in 
the discussions as 1tvell as combined. for consideration of the characteris-
tics of the total group. 
CHAPTER II 
A Rl!..\TIEVJ OF THE LITE.HATURE 
As previously stated, there is no dearth of literature which deals 
with the fascinating subject of vocational choice and the factors which 
influence it. Practically every person who has done any work in this 
field has apparently evolved, some sort of theory concerning this intri-
guing subject so that the literature is quite voluminous and almost i;n-
possible of assimilation by any individual. Perhaps the greatest prob-
lem ho'tvever, is not the volume of the literature, but its conflicting 
nature. 
Thus it may be that, >mile a great ~ny theories e.xist, experimen-
tal findings vihich throw any light on this topic have not yet clarified 
the subject to the point where a tenable theory of vocational choice and 
the factors which lead to it can be maintained. In addition, the contra-
dictions and disagreements of the experts in this field tend to confuse 
rather than enlighten. 
In an effort to deal v-lith the overwhelming amount of literature in 
this area and still not present only a bibliography, just a fe11 of the 
more prominent theories of vocational choice will be presented. Follm'l-
ing the major theories "Will be the work of selected researchers, both 
nation-v'fide and local, in order to indicate the type of effort involved 
and what has been discovered which is pertinent and instructive. 
-11-
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Although he is dis cussing the problem from the somewhat narrow view-
point of counseling students in vocational choice, Hilliamson makes an 
. . 11 
interesting comment about the process of vocational choice. He says, 
"This emphasis upon the necessity of first understanding the 
student's approach to the problem of choosing a vocation is the re-
sult of the author's attempt to counsel students. He has persis-
tently asked students, 11Why did you choose the vocation? 11 and has as 
consistently received vague replies which convinced him that he first 
must devote time to explaining, as he understands it, the logic of 
choosing a vocation. This logical process involves collecting, re-
viewing, evaluating, rejecting, and accepting the evidence of expe-
rience, school grades;. psychological tests.; and other. data. Desires 
for success, to i-hich students and many guidare e vrorkers seem to 
attach such great vJeight as evidence of aptituie, are thus seen as 
purposive strivings or motivations which must be tied up w.i.th the 
proper aptitudes arrl directed toward an achievable goal.before the 
process of counseling is completed." 
Baer and Roeber, in discussin~ the choice of occupations place em-
?/~ 
phasis on a triad of processes: 
1. Appraisal of personal traits 
2. Analysis of job opportunities 
3. A I!1'l tching of personal traits and appropriate goals 
This would seem to be a rest.-:1tement of the same thought 1"Thich 
l'lilliamson expressed even though he was discussing the problem from an 
extremely narr01v point of vie11. 
Perhaps the most controversial theory of vocational choice is the 
om ifhich was published by Ginzberg as a result of his investigations. 
Ginzberg arrl his associates intervieHed 65 boys, a.:;ed 11 to 2L~. The 
ijEdraund G. ~Tilliamson, Counselini! .i~dolescents, :tvicGra11-Hill Book Company, 
New York, 1950, pl49. 
g/Eax H. Jaer and 3d:r:Jard C. B.oeber, Occupational Inform3.tion, .Science 
Research Associates Inc., Chicago, 1951, p559. 
• 
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sample was on an upper socio-economic level but 17 high school ooys in 
a settlement house and 10 college girls vrere included for contrast pur-
poses. Interviews 1-1ere highly structured and about an hour in le11ooth. 
As a result of the interviews Gi11Zberg concluded that occu.ra tional choice 
is a largely irreversible process, and that compromise is an ess3ntial 
aspect of every choice. He described three occu}:ational periods ':rhich 
were called fante.s;y, (6-11 years), tentative (J2-17), ani realistic 
choices (18f). Ginzberg feels that occu.ra tional choices are nade i!ith 
11 
great realism as the age level advances. y 
Small, on the other han:l, found that reality factors and fa.nt.:1.sy 
drives operate simultc~neously at all ages studied. AccorC:ins to him a 
theory of vocational choice deternri.nants must take a.ccount of ego 
strength. If this could be held constant it vrould be possible to test 
the relative importa.nce of suc:1 other factors as interests; aptitudes, 
fcmri.ly influence, and so on, >'lith more validity. Strong •s findin::;s do 
not support Ginzberg 1 s theory that vocational choices e.r-.3 ;Tt:~de ivith great 
reslism i·Jith advancinz a:_;e, inste2.d, they s~10iv that realit;:,·- factors and 
21 
fantasy drives operated simultaneously at ail the ages studied. 
ijGinzberg, Eli, and Associ.<J.tes, op. cit. 
?}L. Snall, 11Personality DeterJ;ri.na.nts of Voc-:ttion?.l Choice, 11 Ps~-cholo:;ical 
hono graph, 19 53, p67 -121 (As cited in .Ann ~?.oe The Ps;;-cholo -:;y of Jccupa tions, 
•·Iiley and Sons, 1\je~f York, 1956, :;,)264). 
,2/.2dvrard K. St1·on2;, l·fanual for Vocational Interest Blank, Stanford Univer-
sity ?ress, Stanford, California, 1931 • 
• 
• 
• 
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Bardin, in relating vocatioml irlterests to d;yna.mic phenomena, 
states that vocational goals and aspirations form one of th3 r;ainsprings 
of action and that in 'fillirJg out an interest blank i'lhat is being e:-c)res-
sed is the subject's view of himself in terms of occulEtion<J.l stereot3'lJes. 
He notes that the emerging pattern of interests varies vrith the de::;ree to 
which the subject accepts an occup:~.tion<J.l stereotype as seli' descri~ptive 
and vrith his lmov1ledge of the true occup:~.tional st0reot,; lJe. Interests, 
t !Hm_, are considered as e:t bypro duet of the personality. Interest test 
patterns 1-Jill change v1henever the seE concept charr;es or L.here is a 
change in knOi'/ledge of t;1e occups.tional stereotyJ?e. y 
Hothney an::l. Roens feel that good. vocational c!.toices probably depend 
on more t,han viork experience. They feel th:o.G tha follouing fc::.ctors merit 
consideration: 
l. Ex-J?erience in doil16 tasks similar to those required in the o ccu-
pation. 
2. Infornation about the occupation. 
,:). Study of the rehtion of one 1 s o-vm :rast perfornances to occuj,Ja-
tional needs. 
;;hile they are not directly expressed as a theory of vocatioml 
choice, the interest inventories ani preference tests form another ap-
proach to the deteri,d.nation of vocational choices. ~~ost of these voca-
tional inter~st tests are bae>ed on the theory that listed series of 
int~rests which are selected by an individual vri.ll determine the best 
ij:&iwc.:.rd. S. Bordin, 11A Theory of Vocational Interests as iJyn::unic i-'henomena 11 , 
i!:ducational :i?s;ychological j:leasurement, :i:·.iarch, 1943, 3:49-66. 
g/John :-J. H • .aothne;./ and Bert i-.. • . d.oens, Gounselim the Individual ..3tuderrt, 
iJilliar.a. Sloan and Associat.es, hevr York, 19.39, p273 • 
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selection of a vocation by an individual. His choices are compared with 
certain norms and the comparison indicates the field of greatest interest 
to the person, vdth the obvious logic2l sequitur that this field repre-
sents the best choice for a vocation. 
Strong, the author of a vocational interest blaru(, expresses his 
11 
theory of occupational choice in the follOiving terms: 
"~'len engaged in a particul3.r occupation have been found to have 
a characteristic set of likes and dislikes 1r1hich distinguish them 
from men following other professions. Scores of the Voca.tional In-
terest Blank are a measure of hovr nearly a mants interests coincide 
1rfith those of the average man successfully engaged in :::.. cert::dn 
occupation. 
For the purposes of this test it is a.ssl.llll3d that a man 1r1ill be 
more ef.fective in ~<rork that he likes tmn if he is forced to do a 
great many things he dislikes. If he is given his own free lrill in 
the matter, it is apparent, from surveys made at Stanford University, 
that his general interest Hill, -co a surprising extent, influence 
his choice of a career." 
The Strong Vocational Interest Blank has, of course, been in use for 
many years as an indicator of vocatioP~l interests. Another test of the 
same nature and based on the same general philosophy as expressed by Strong 
is the Kuder Preference Record. The differenc,e behreen the two, according y 
to Super, is that the Blank compares groups of individuals classified by 
occupations to the responses of an individual whereas the Kuder studies 
the relative strengths of nine different interests within an individual~ 
At .:..ny rate these two inventories represent an important approach to the 
riddle of ho-vr people select their life 1 s -vmrk. 
Ther8 have been many others -vho approached this puzzle of vocatiom.l 
ijEd.vrard K. Strong, :tcJa.nual for Vocational Interest Blank, Stanford Univer-
sity Press, Stanford University, September, 1931. 
g/Donald E. Super, Appraising Vocational Fitness by Neans of Psychological 
Tests, Harpers Md Co., NeN York, 1949, p449. 
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choice from the sta:t'l.dpoint of interests. They are far too numerous to 
mention and their conflictin;:; connnents, as Ginzberz; h.1. s l~oint ed out, 
serve only to confuse. i'ihile Professor Super 1-Iorked out the research 
Hhich accom1Janied the investigations of Ginzberg, he also noticed the 
mult.l.~1licity of theories and discussions in this area. ,~s a result, 
he formed his o1cm theory vJhich is a_ synthesis of the theories of rrany of 
the vmrkers in the field, among \'rhom are charlotte :d.uhler, i~itson, David-
son, Anderson, StronE;, Hiller, Form_, Carter, Bordin, Pressey, Janney, 
Kuhler, Axelrod, Herma, Terman, Hollin2shead, Hav~horne and Hoppock, to 
cite only a fei-J. His theory then, represents an amal::;ama.tion of the 
findings of man.y, interpreted by Super in the terms of his o'tm thouzhts 
- . . 11 
and e2~eriences. The theory consists of ten points. These are: 
1
'1. People differ in abilities, interests, and personalities. 
2. They are qualified by virtue of these characteristics, each for 
a number of occupations. · 
3. Each of these occupations re·.1uires a characteristic pattern of 
abilities, interests and personality traits with tolerances vti.de 
enough, ho~<rever, .to allow both some variety of occupations for each-
individual and- some variety of individuals in each occupation. 
4. Vocational preferences and competencies, the situations in which 
people live and work and hence their self-concepts, change with 
time and experience, (although self concepts are general~y fairly 
stable from late adolescence until late maturity) naking choice and 
adjustment a continuing process. 
5. This pr9cess may be surr~d up in a series of life 1 s stages char-
acterized as srowth, exploration, establishment, maintenance and 
decline, and these sta'ges may in turn be subdivided into a, the fan-
tasy, tentative and realistic phases of the exploratory stage and b, 
the trial and stable phases of the establishment phase. 
6. The nature of the career pattern (that is the occupational level 
attained and the sequence and duration of trial and stable jobs) is 
determined by the individual, parental, socio-economic :J_evel, mental 
ability and by the environment to which he is exposed. 
j}Donald E. Super, 11 A Theory of Vocational Development, 11 The American 
Psychologist, (}hy, 1953), 8:185-190. 
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7. Development then for the l:i..fets stau;es c::,n be guided ]Xl.rtly by 
facilitating the process of ~aturation of abilities and interests 
and partly by aid~ in reality test.ill.G and in the development of 
the self-concept. 
S. 1'he process of vocc.:.tional development is essentially that of 
developing and implementing a self-cone ept: it is a compromise 
process in •·rhich the self-concept is a product of th 0 interaction 
of inherited aptitudes, neural and endocrine makeup, opportunity 
to play various roles· and evaluations of the e~;:t.ent to 1'1hich the 
results of role pla3dng maet •··lith the approval of SUi)ervisors and 
fellm·Js. 
9. The process of co:;1promise betueen individuals and. social factors, 
bet1·reen the self-concept and reality, is one of role pla.Jing, vJhether 
the role is played in fantasy, in the counseling irttervim'l, or in 
real life activities such as school classes, clubs, part-t:in1e ~\Ork 
and entr;r jobs. 
10. ','iork satisfactions and life satisfactions d0P':md upon the cx:tent 
to VJhich the individual finds adequate outlets for his abilities, in-
terests, personality traits, ani values. They depend on his establish-
ment in a type of i·ork, a vTork sitll<2.tion and a 1.-ray of life in !i.hich he 
can play the kind of role vlhich his growth and exploratory experiences 
have led him t:.o consider congenial and appropriate. 11 
This then may be considered as a reasonable sumra::.tion of the findings 
of the many 1-Jho have investigated the area of vocational choice. It nay 
be of interest to turn nov1 to the reports of rese2.rch in this field and 
study the manner in -mich much of the data on v1hich these theories are 
based <'Jas maintained. 
Jj 
Achilles and Achilles, in 1926, investigated the factors in voca-
tional choice of 52 college cJ.assrrn tes who ltere in jobs. Upon looking 
back these persons selected interest, aptitude, training, economic social 
and altruistic motives as the most significant factors in the:ir choice of 
vocations.. They also chose other factors, but not as prina.ry reasons. 
~ong thes~ uere ainbition, outside advantages, duty, fitness, financial 
reasons, fa.11ily traditions and necessity. It is interesting tl.w.t the 
!/Paul S. Achilles and Edith :iJ. Achilles, 11 Factors in the ColleGe l·JB.nts 
Choice of Careers", Occup?.tions, (January 1926) 4:1'73-176. 
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method of obtaininG these factors ~as by free choice, in th~t the persons 
originated the factors rather than having them supplied to them. 
Cunliffe also used a questionnaire v1rlich did not furnish items in 
. . u 
his investigation of students at :the College of the City of Detroit. 
One of his questions >"ras, 11Name in the order of iinporto.nce the things 
which have influenced you most in making your decisions." He founi the.t 
the ans"I'Ters tended to fall into four groups: 
1. Advice and influence of others, parents, friends, etc. 
2. Some contact ~lith the occupation or a job opportunity 
3. Experience l·dth an indic,.tion of its nature, p~rticipation in 
school activities or ~rork experience 
4. Other factors. 
All in all, he found eight factors in vocational choice lvhich are 
listed in the order of importance assigned to them. They are: 
L Interest 5. De:rrand for workers 
2. Income 6. Advice of friends 
3. School Subjects 7. Service 
4. ?arent s or Family 8. Dislilce of Other ~Tork 
In 194.8, TI'drniston and Starr studied the factors involving occupa-
3/ 
tional choice of high school students in the state of Ohio. This study 
uas duplicated in 1950 by 'n·mmbly, who exa1Id.ned the students of the 
state of 1-iasse.chusetts, usimr the same questionn,:ti:ce and. proc'3dures as 
:1r 
used by ~cilniston and Starr. In both investigo.tions the students from 
bf:te;: 3. ~'uhlif.fe, 11i,Jhy This ::areer? Significs.nce of Vocatioml In.Lor-
:ne.tion in Jecisions of :::olle.:;e 3tudents 11 , :::;ersonnel Journal U'ebruary, 
1929) 7:376-324. 
0 /··, ' t ·I· '-:>...:~~.: t ·.· J '"' H St 11Y th 1 .~ tt · t d 'l'o'·~rd ~. a :::.; r•ooer .•. :~aJ_s on _:_nc_ 0. . • arr ou s "" ·l u _e .va vccup -
tions 11 , Occuna.tions (January, 194.S) 26 :213-?.20. 
,2./Gertrude .. ~. T:::Jombl;;", 'rhe •• tt~_t,_de of Secondar;z- School Studepts Tovmrd 
Certai. n .:."= ctcr'-> .'.ifectine; Occupa.tional c;: oic e, Un)"L:iblishe d : :aste;y-.1 r:. 
'hesis, 3o::;t,,)r: Univ·':rsity, l'],;l;. 
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the grades seven to t-vrelve vH::re asked to evalmte a list of factors 
vlhich the investigators had drawn up as important to vocatiom.l choice. 
The evalmtions v1ere furnished them by mE:ar>.S of a nu.ltiple choice pat-
tern for each factor. It is noted that the multiple choices 11ere some-
\·rhat opinionated and may have tended to S1·r,=.y the responses of the stu-
dents. As an example one of the questions from the questionnaire is 
cited: 
11 6. Chance for Adva. ncement 
__ a few better positions for the better persons 
__ same job year after year--a dead end 
_better positions farther up 11 
The factors which these investigators used for their c:uestionnaire 
are listed in Table 1. They are listed in the rank order of importance 
which the ~Jassachusetts students as3igned them. This order did not co-
incide completely 1rith the order of importance assigned by the Ohio 
students, but uas reill9.rkably similar. 
Table 1 
A List of FA.ctors of Vocational Choice 
as Used by Edmiston, Starr and Twombly 
in Their Studies of Factor Values 
1 
Political limitations 
Chance for advanceoent 
Service to mankind 
Chance to continue in 
same position 
Provision for retiremarrt 
~ffect on health 
Location of vmrk 
Type of -work 
Amount of preparation 
and training 
Involves meetin3 people 
Salary 
Demands responsibility 
Adventure 
Factors 
2 
Name of position 
Special ability required 
General ability 
Kind of "'dO rk 
Length of 1'1ork \'leek 
Nental ability 
Variety in v:ork 
Vacation 
Allows independence 
Includes travel 
Exploration 
Public acclaim 
1-lechanical ability 
Hequires co~nmu.nity 
activity 
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Hovmrd \1. Pm-rers, in 1949, investigated the voc2tional D!ld educa-
tional plans of high school students of Barnstable High School, Hyannis, 
lJiassachusetts. He also attempted to isolate factors leadii'JG to certain 
choices by the use of a questior..naire 1.-rhich listed certain factors a:al 
asked the students to identify those t'Jhich they felt had an affect upon 
1:1 
their choices. The factors which he used are listed in Table 2_ 
Table 2 
A Li::;t of Factors of Vo c_,.tional Choice 
as Used by Powers in His Studies of 
Hyannis High School Students 
1 
Social prestige 
Good income 
Parent's choice 
Possession of re-
quired abilities 
Experience in 
this W)rk 
Demand for workers 
Factors 
2 
Desire to avoid routine 
work 
Uncrot-rded (Ne1-r Field) 
Opportunity for advance-
ment 
Ease of preparation 
Desire to travel 
other 
In addition, Pm·1ers analyzed the sources which the students consi-
dered as having an influence upon their choices. He listed parents, 
friends, teachers, older brothers and sisters, other relatives, prin-
cipals, successful persons in the occupations, school activities, church, 
the study of occupations, 1.-JOrk experience arrl no source in his question-
naire. 
yHarold ~i. Powers, The :I!."'ducational and Vocatiorel Plans of Pupils of 
Barnstable High School, Hyan11is, l'iassachusetts, Unpublished Service 
Paper, Boston University, 1949. 
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The students ranked 11no source" as the most popular response, and 
follo-vred that >·li.th the successful person in the occupation as the most 
influential source. Their courses in occupational studies, the influ-
ence of parents, work experience, friends, teachers, other relatives, 
church, older brother and sister, principal, and school activities 1vere 
the ranks assigned to the other sources as listed by POivers. Signifi-
cantly enough, no sources or factors \-Jere supplied by the students as 
original reasons. 
Also of loc<:Q interest is the study conducted by John Hanlon Flynn 
in 1vhich he investigated the vocatimJal choices of high school gradu-
1/ 
ates of l•iassachusetts High Schools. He found, among other things, that 
a considerable nwiJ.ber• of these students tended to select vocJ.tions 1:1hich 
\vere of a professional nature as opposed to those -vrhich were of a manual 
labor or service nature. He also used the questionnaire method. 
A study of 482 high school students using a checklist by ~Ddicott y 
in 19.31 found the follovving factors listed by the students: 
1. Suggestions from parents 
2. A successful person of the job 
.3. Books or magazines 
1/Jolm H. Flynn, A Survey o.f High School .E'lar..s of Graduates of l·.fassa-
chusetts Hic>:h Schools, Unpublished ~i3.ster 1 s Thesis, Boston University, 
1950. 
YFrank S. ilildicott, "Factors Influencing High School Students on the 
Choice of a Vocation 11 , Vocational Guidance, (December, 1931) 10:99-lOl. 
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4. l'J2.tural ability 
7. Other student 1 s sug.:;estions 
~. ''est school nurl-m 
Anderson, in 1932, ch·~c!~ed 673 
I 
y 
c'Jl2_c.::;e> men and found that : 
111-Iost fathers and :n.Jt~~""rs do not make positive su~:::;estiom 
tr...a t rezi s·:: c:r consciously in the winds of their sons r'J~::·rding 
voc2.tional cc·.reers. :r.'1en ... -:arents 1ne.:ce a su.::;:.:;2stion of vocational 
career, about one son in ten selects th2.t vocation. This associ-
ation :.l::o;;; be purely a:::cident~-1. 
The results of tr.is st:J.dy J.re le.rsely IB,3·'1tive indic:J.tinz 
that the c:1:;ic~ of C1. life i·mrk is not siznificantly influ..enced by 
social factors ':rlU.ch .::.?:·e often suggested as bein.:; of ir:>portance. 11 
In contradiction, ?inne~", H£10 used direct questions of the w.ture, 
"Has your f .. ther 1 s vocation been a factor in det'::£'minin:::; yom1 choice?"., 
found ths.t envlron.m.ent such o.s parental influence is a very import::mt y 
factor Hhich affects the choice of children. 
An ana.lysis of f.::ctars of vocational choice by Peters in 1941 of 
380 repres.::mt2,tives of 700 high school seniors 'rlho were at .Iillimn -.~oods 
College for a counselin:::; ~)ro:::;ram, shovred tm t tuel ve factors 1·rere select-
J/ 
ed from c. checlc list by these students. The factors 1·rere: 
~!}\-lalter A •. \nderson, "Some Social Factors As.>ocia ted vr.i.th Vocc1.tional 
Choices of Colle~e I~en", The Journal or :J-luco.tion::>l Sociology, ( uctober, 
1932) 6:100-113. 
gjl\:tartha Pinney, "The Influence of Home and School in the Choice of a 
Vocation", The Jourm 1 of :<:ducational Hesearch, · (April, 1932) 25:286-290. 
,l/Ed1·rin F. Peters, "Factors ~-Jhich Contribute to Youth 1 s Vocatio:n.:ll Choic c", 
Journal of Applied Psychology, (August, 1941) 25:423-430. 
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1. Parents 
2. Friends 
3. Professional acquaintances 
4. Relatives other than r::arents 
5. Teachers 
6. Opportunities for study 
7. Opportunity for quick employment 
8. Opportunity· for quick advancement 
9. ·Results of guidance tests 
10. Social recognition 
11. Hobbies 
12. Advertisements 
Visits of 150 high school students to a testing bureau formed the 
basis for an analysis by Berdie. He found the followin6 factors to be y 
important to those students: 
1. Certainty of continuous employment 
2. Opportunity for advancement 
3. Opportunity to make money 
4. Opportunity to use your own ideas 
5.. Pleasant people to ID rk wi. th 
6. Good hours 
7. Opportunity to learn the job 
8. Opportunity to do good for people 
9. Variety of ·Hork 
10. Opportunity for authority 
11. Good boss 
12. Clean 1vork 
13. Opportunity for travel 
14. Opportunity for adventure 
15. Outside or inside mrk 
16. Opportunity for fame 
17. Easy v.ork 
18. Prestige of the job 
Of interest is the work of Hatfield in vhich he analyzed the fac-
tors which led to a choice of a teaching career. He obtained factors 
from three sources, first from a synthesis of many factors obtained by 
a study of the literature, second by interviev.r rli th teachers ani third 
1/H.a.lph F. Berdie, "Can Factors in Vocational Choice Be wJeighed 11 , 
Occupations, (October, 1943) 22:44-46. 
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by analysis and extraction of factors from essays by teachers on 1.v'.ay 
11 
they chose teaching as a career. His aralysis of the literature led 
him to adopt twenty-four factore • These are: 
1. Interest or liking for the occupation 
2. Aptitude 
3. Security 
4. Large monetary return 
5 .. Easy life 
6 .. Opportunity for advaro ement 
7. Opportunity for service 
8. Parental influence 
9. Influeroe of other relatives 
10. Successful persons 
11. Occupational literature 
12. School subjects 
13. Teachers suggestions 
14. Other students suzgestions 
15. Placement opportunity 
16~ Social recognition 
17. Travel and advert ure 
18. H.esults of guidance tests 
19. Hobbies 
20. Conununity resources 
21. Favorable 1..orl-:: c:>nditions 
22. Love of nature 
23 .. Happiness 
24. Love of God 
From interviews and analyses of essays he acquired forty-six other 
factors for a total of seventJr vlhich were incorporated into his question-
naire. As :rrtight be expected, vdth such a thorough )resente.tion of fac-· 
tors to the persons ans11ering the questionnaire, a great m:my factors 
were checked b;y th,a sttrlents as being of iHporto.nce. ~i.gain a thought 
<:'.rises as to v1hether the factor is actuall;y of importance to the person 
or it is marked just because it is felt· b:v· the person being intervie1ved 
that it should be i.TTiportant and is selected on that basis. 
;jJLewis il. Hatfield, Factors accountinp; for tre Choice of Teaching as a 
Career, Unpublished l1aster 1 s Thesis, Boston Universit;;-, 1949. 
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.in sur.mary then, a review of the literature reveals that there bas 
been a great deal of research in the field of deter£nining the reasons 
why persons select the occupations vihich they do for ·their life's \"Ork. 
The investigators are not in agr;;;ement in the results of their inves-
tigations and the data are frequently contradictory. As Ann Roe says 
in dis cuss ion of theories of occu:pa. tional choice, "It uould seem that 
a satisfactory theory of vocational choice must depend upon a better 
!I 
understanding of the origin of interests. 11 
JjAnn H.oe, op. cit. p270. 
CHAPTER. III 
PR.ESEi'JTA'riON OF THE DATA 
1. The Population 
In order to identify arrl thus nake clear the population 1·1ith -which 
this stuiy is concerned, the data vhich follow are presented. These data 
were obtained from the service records of the indi v:iduals. It 1:li..ll be 
noted that several of the tables in this section use rank as an identify-
ing characteristic and that one of the ranks (Technical Sergeant) in the 
pror-;ression of railitary rank structure is missing. This is a direct re-
sult of the retiremmt s;ystem of the Armed Forces. Usually the 1-Ia.rine 
vlho retires after twenty or thirty years of service has reach3d the rank 
of master sergeant. Technical sergeants or staff sergea11ts nornally 
have not completed the re·-~uired amount of service for retirement and us-
ually are separated from the service for administrative reasons such as 
physical disability or for reasons of family hardships. This is compara-
tively infrequent • 
At the present time the rate of promotion is such tra t it is pos-
sible for a 1-:iarine to reach the rank of serge:::.nt in three years of ser-
vice. Tlla t is why the statistics are heavily 1.reighted t<l':Tard this and 
lower ranks. The :rmjority of persons leaving the service 1·Jith less than 
twenty years service do so at the end of their first enlistmEnt, 1'ihich 
-26-
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is usually a three :,rear term. Those •·iho are serGeants may be considered 
to be men of excellent caliber i'lhile the priv~tes being relea3ed are usu-
ally being separat-::d for some administrative reason or have not been sue-
cessful in their adjustment to tile military service and have oeen disci-
plinary problems of some nature. 
Table 3. represents an analysis of the ages, r2nks and :,rears of ser-
vice of the t>'lo groups of i•Ja.rines lrlno were released from active duty at 
the l•arine Barracks, Boston, Hassachusetts.. It can be seen that there is 
considerable amou.nl:. of homogeneity in the ages and :,rears of service of the 
group. The several variations are, as explained above, administrative de-
viations from the normal pattern. As is evidenced, there are fe1:r perti-
nent differences bet1r1een Group A and Group B. 
Hanks 
(l) 
l•Saster 
.Sergeant 
Staff 
Sergean~ 
Sergeant 
Corporal 
Private 
First Class 
Table 3. 
The Ranks, Ages and Years of Service 
of iiiarines Released at 
i4arine Barracks, Boston, l·Iassachusetts 
Group. A,.es Yrs of Service 
(2) (!) (~) 36t 29-25-2:-23-22-21-20-19 20/. 9- 6-4 3-1 
A 1 1 
B 
A 
B 2 2 
A l 2 4 3 4 
B 1 4 4 l 
A l 3 7 3 l 13 
B 1 l 1 5 1 2 7 
A 2 3 l 1 5 
B 1 2 3 2 4 
Table 3. (Concluded) 
11.anks Grouo Aaes Yrs of Service (1) (2) (~) (~) 
367 29-25=24-2 -22-21-20-19 20t 9- 6-4 3-1 
Private A 1 1 1 1 
B 1 2 4 1 2 2 4 
Subtotals. A 1 1 2 7 145 1 1 5 23 
B 1 3 2 2 2 15 1 4 2 12 16 
'l'OTAL 1 1 4 2 4 9 19 6 4 1 3 17 39 
The table thus reveals that thG average :J.-:arine considered in this study 
is a Corporal, 21 years old, vdth three years of military service. 
In the question of intelligence, the 2·..8.rine Corps classification 
11 
of GCTs, the intelligence ratings of Harines, is as follovJS: 
"Test results are normally expressed in terms of stcmdard 
scores i·Jhich are grouped into five broad categories co.lled Grades. 
These grades group personnel in accordance ~rith their demonstrated 
a bill ty on a particular test. The follovdng table sho-.'ls the grades 
for tests and the percent of the male population of military age 
that may be expected to fall within each grade: 
Grade 
I 
II 
III 
IV 
v 
GC'fi~ 
(130-163) 
(110-129) 
(90-109) 
(60-89) 
(42-59) 
Percent of Population 
1'op 7 
Next Higher 24 
111Iiddle .38 
Next l..mver 24 
Bottom 711 
~-GCT numbers inserted by the author from other sources .. 
According to this classification and the figur,.::s given in Table 4., 
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it may be seen that the intelligence level of the major part of the group 
vvas in Cla.ss III, but the range of the group l.oJaS from Class I to Class V. 
The data may be said to display a reasomble amount of diversion such as 
I/I'1arine Corps l\ianual, Volume I, Personnel and Gene:ta1 Administration, 
U. S. Government Printing Office, \Jashington, D. c., 1949, Para 6401. 
)0 
·-' 
t.! ·? ~.)VI end of the sc;:~le due to :::-,::;::;tr:L <:Xions on recruitiEz t>r; C:l2. ss V 
persons. 
IntcJ_]_~_:ence Level of the Group 
Glass I II III IV v 
GCT 163-160 129-110 109-90 39-GO 59-'-:.2 
Grou~J 1\ 3 A B A B A E A B 
Rank 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 
I·Ia.ster 1 
3c;l"'_:;e?~nt 
Staff 
Ser.:.:;eant 2 
Ser.:_:eant 4 6 3 
Corr:orc.l 1 6 7 5 2 2 
Private 
First Cl:lss 1 
.3 3 1 5 1 
Private 2 2 1 2 
TOTAL 2 11 15 13 8 3 7 1 
The academic achievement of th ase Narines prior to their entry into 
the service is demonstrated in Table 5. i~8<'1.in the _::roup sho·.~s a sinzu-
lar homoc;eneity 1·Jith an overall range of academic achieveinent runnin.z 
from the eighth creede to the m .... m t·ho had completed three j'B3.rs of col-
lege. The solid TIBjority of -!~he persons consider2d_, ho11ever, C'~re 
closel;y centralized around the completion of the t1"1elfth 8rade. Those 
fi3ures -,v'nich are nnrkecl ~d.th an asterisk denote an interesting develop-
ment. They include four persons of Group A arrl ei_;ht of Grou; B who 
he. ve taken the us.:;.FI General :&l.ucdional Development Tests an::l. h2. ve sue-
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cessfully passed the equivalent oi' a high school education. 0-.nc indi-
vidual in Group A and ~~o of Group B successfully passed the equivalent 
of the first j~ar of college. 
Table 5 
.Academic Achievement of the Harines 
Grade Level NULlber of Een 
Completed 
Group A B 
(1) (2) (3) 
8 ............... • 1 ..... 6~" 
9 •••••••••••••• • 6~~ .... 4 
10 ••••.••..•.•.• 6 .•... 5* 
11 •••••••••••••• 2~f-••• • 3 
12 ••••••••••••• l.q.i(-- ••• '9.;~ 
13 .••........••. 1 •••.. 2 
15 •..•..•..•..•. 0 ••..• 1 
The civilian occupations of the group prior to military service 
and the' number oi' years of experience in these occupations is demon-
strated in Table 6. ri'hose l'tlo had no history of employment before en-
listment are ca:cried in the 11Student 11 column. There is, of course, a 
considerable variety of occupations 1:Jithin the group. Interesting to 
note, ho1,rever, is the comparatively short length of employment in al-
most all the cases. Here again there are Virtually no pertinent dif-
ferences bet'li'l'een the t1:ro groups. 
Table 6 
Civilian Occupations of the 1\fu.rines and 
the Length of Employment Prior to Enlistment 
Group A 
Civilian Occupations Length of ::&lplo;yment 
~i~arsf (~) c~§ 2! 2 (1) (4) 5~ (6) (3 
.Student, .............. fl .... 
Truck helper . ... - . " ..... 1 
Ice cream loader •••••••• 1 
Leather hooker •••••••••• 1 
Caddie master •.•.••..••• 1 
Capping machine operator 1 
House r;:e. int er . . . . . . . • . • • 1 
Diesel engine oiler ••••• 
Clerk, general store •••• 1 
Hater tender (ship) ••••• 1 
Sales clerlc . ... ., ...••••• 1 
Shoe clerk ••••••...••••. 1 
Shoe sole leveler ••••••• 1 
Food caterer •• !••••••••• 1 
General clerk ............. 1 
Stock boy ••••••••••• • : • •• 2 
Butcher •.......... .. • •'•. 1 
Chief clerk (business) •• 1' 
~'Jell digger 1 s helper •••• 1 
.~spc;.ra:;us cutter •••.•••• 
J:Iaterial clerk ........... 1 
Bus boy •.•.. ............• 1 
Lumber salesman ••••••••• 1 
Stock clerk ••••••.•••••• 1 
Sub-Total .•........•...• 2 2 1 3 7 7 
Group B 
Student . •............... 
Truck helper •••••••••••• 1 
Lathe Operator ••••••••••. 1 
Cooks helper •... ., ....... 1 
:M:i.11vrorker •••••••••••••• 1 
Order detailer •••••••••• 1 
Draftsman ................ 1 
BricY..layer' s helper ••••• 
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i 0 (8) (9) 
6 
1 
1 
2 6 
5 
1 
Table 6. (Concluded) 
Civilian Occup::;.t ions 
(1) 
Auto mechanic ••••••••••• 
Auto Body Reps. irmn ••••• 
Gas station attendant ••• 
Tube cleaner (boilers) •• 
Shipping clerk •••••••••• 
Stock clerk ••••••••••••• 
~~il clerk •••••••••••••• 
Upholsterer ••••••••••••• 
Laborer construction •••• 
Farrrt l1a n:i •••••••••••••• " 
Vehicle loader •••••••••• 
Testing I.ra.chine Operator 1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
1 
1 
Truck driver •••••••••••• __ -=l~------------~1~-------------------
Sub-Total............... 1 2 2 5 5 7 3 5 
TOTAL 3 4 3 8 J2 14 5 11 
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In order to orient the group c;eo::;raphicall;y, a listing of the home 
towns is ~Jreserrted in Table 7. Uhile a considerable nunlber of military 
men are trJ.nsients 1v:i. th no strong home ties, there still exists in the 
:cninds of the 1rajorit y a place called the "home to1·m11 Hith all its me-:tn-
inc. The table shovrs tlnt the men, 'With a few e~-::ceptions, come from an 
area ivhich is centered on 3oston, 1Ybss:l:~hus etts, J.nd is genera.lly vrh:J.t 
ma;;' be considered as being .::t p.3.rt of the "Greater 23oston" complex. This 
is in accol'dance 1rith the liarine Gorps polic~c of rele<.Si:::1__; men to in-
active c1ut,~r at the lY:>st 1-•hic.h. is ·:n::>rest to tlli!.3 heme of tr.:~ :.:.::.rine bcir1.:; 
.. Jrocessed, 1vhenever lJr<:cticablG, so th<::.t thGJ- c~:1.n 'Je supervised arrl ron-
trolled by the Reserve District -;Jl:ich is respo;:sibl·3 for their control. 
Table 7. 
Home Tmms of the Narines 
Home Towns Nunb er o .f Hm 
Group .1. 3 
Arli~ton ..... 8........ 1 1 
Bedfo :rcl. • • • • • . . . . . • • • • • 1 
Boston ••••••••••••••••• 
Bra cl{ton • .•..... ~ ...••• 
Cambridse ••.....••••.•• 
1 
1 
2 
8ha r le sto1~n . ...•....•.. 
Chelsea................ 1 
Dalton ••••••••••.••.••• 
Dorchester ••••••• 
E,1eret t ... ...... . 
Fairhaven ••.....•.....• 
Fall Ri 'rer • ............ 
Framingham ••..•.......• 
LavJre11c e • •••••••••••••• 
Ludlo1'r • •••••••.••..•••• 
L~y nn . .•....••...••....• 
1\-Iedford • ••••••••••••••• 
lJD ... dclle ton • •..........•• 
1iilfor d . .............. . 
Norwell .. .............• 
:...:~u..1n cy .................. . 
!t.eadirlg •• •.••..•....•••• 
Roxbury~··············· 
Somerville ••..•...•.••. 
Springfield •••••••••••• 
South Boston ••••••••••• 
1!ebster ••.............. 
~Je~l!Ilouth ••••••••••. 
:loburn ...... .......... . 
'•Joodville •••••• 
\Jorcester •••••• 
........ 
. . . . . . .. . 
Bog~lusa~ L~ •...•.•••.• 
Bristol, Conn •••••••••• 
Chapw.an, Kansas •••••••• 
Corning, NY •••••••••••• 
Dover, NH •••......•••.• 
Franklin, NH ••••••••••• 
Groton, NH ••••••••••••• 
Kenne1-dch, ~'!ash •••••••• 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
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Table 7. (Concluded) 
Home Towns Number of Hen 
U) Group A \2) 
Long Island., i.cr •••••••• 
i.'~ontreal, Canada ••••••• 
New Bruns·wick, Canada •• 
Randolph, Vt ••••••••••• 
Rich Hill, H.o ••••.••••• 
Rochester, mi •••....••• 
Talton, NH ••••••••••••. 
VJar~~Jick, RI ............ . 
Hashington, DC ••••••••• 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
Ior.k-1. He-!·~ •.!,. • ..:...·..t •_!. ·..:. ·.!.. _ .l-
'£0TAL 30 
B 
(3) 
1 
·1 
1 
1 
----30 
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In suriJillary then, the population of this study averages it self to a 
~:;roup of men of 21 3~ars of age, \'lho, as their averat;e rank of corporal 
sho1r1s, achieve.:_ a moderate degree of success in the military service. 
They fall in the middle grade of the male military population in their in-
telligence level. 'i'he majority have completed high school. They present 
an extremely varied occupational backsround, with an averac:;e tiue of em-
ployment prior to entry in the service v.hid1 is less than a ;year, 1-ihich 
is, furthermore, of an intermittent nature. 1beir homes are generally. 
located around Josten, Hassachusetts. 1\vo men in Group A and eiglllt men 
in Group B are narried. 
2. The Responses of t h3 Population 
'l'his part deals v.d.th the r;;;sults of th..:: study and is the report of 
the plans and hopes for car·3crs e;:pressed by the l•.iB.rines durin::; the per-
sonal intervielf. 
Table 8. represents the ii>uned.ia.te uork plans or activ'ities >ihich the 
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1:-la.rines planned to und.srtake innnediCJ.tely after their release to inac-
ti ve duty. This distinction beh.reen irnrrediCJ.te plans and long range 
plans is rrade because, in mGny cases, the date of release to inactive 
duty did not coincide 1:Jith the date in 1-a1ich the r:t3n could begin their 
long rGnge plans, i.e., going back to school. Those i'·:Ta.rines '1.\fho were 
able to eO right into their plar:1ned career vrork are shown in this table 
as 11L0116 Range Plans11 • 
Table 8 
The Inunediate lfork Plam of the. l\Tarines 
l"lork Sought Number of Hen 
Group A B (1) (2) (3) 
Aircraft 1-Iechanic........ 1 
Automobile Nechanic..... 1 
Butcher................. 1 
Clerk, clerical ••••••••• 
Clerk, store ••••••.••••• 
Cl er lffi , wholesale, food. 
Draftsman •••••.•..•..••• 
Laborer, construction ••• 
Lumberjack •••••••••••••• 
I•Jill""Vrorker •••••••••••••• 
l'fuv-:i..ng VGn helper ••••••• 
Post Office ••••••••••••• 
Private Detective ••••••• 
Stevedore •••.••••.•...•• 
Insurance Salesrran •••••• 
Order detailer •••••••••• 
Sprinkler Installer ••••• 
Ticket Salesman ••••••••• 
Truck driver •••••••••••• 
2 
1 
J 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
1 
Well dig6ers hel~er..... 1 
Long Range Plans........ 6. 
Not s~e................ S 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
14 
2 
No plans •••..•...••..••• ____ ~J ________ __ 
TOTALS 30 30 
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The reasons given for the select:i,on of the short ran_:::e plans is 
shovm in Tajle 9. 
Table 9. 
The Reasons Given for the Choice of 
the Short R.:lng e Plans • 
Reasons Given I\fumber 
of Choices 
Group A B 
(1) 
A friend can assist in obtainin.; 
the job 
The old job is available 
Relatives are in the work c::rid the 
job is c.. vailable 
lcJ:i.litary e..~erience made the job 
available or aroused the interest 
Needs a job of this nature 
Undecided 
Not sho-.•m 
TOTALS 
(2) (3) 
5 
8 
2 
1 
1 
8 
5 
30 
3 
5 
8 
1 
2 
11 
30 
Table 10. represents the expressed long range career plans of the 
populo.tion. In an effort to consider and elicit any relationshil) of 
intelligence of the individml to his career choice, the intelli,3ence 
level of the persons is shown opposite their voca:t;ion<tl choices. The 
choices of those persons 1-iho have indicated ~;lans to r3turn to school 
are further abstract 3d and shovm in Ta.ble ll. Here acd n the s:;eneral 
intelligence levsl is shoc-m alons;side the expressed choices in an ef-
fort to develop any reJa tionship >vhich might exist. 
Table 10. 
The Long Ra!18e Plans of the Popula.tion and 
Their Intelligence Levels. 
Vocations Nunber Intelli~ence Nu.lJ'b er Int elli;enc e 
of J':Ien Level of H8r1 L~vel 
(1) (2) (3) Group A (4) (5) Group B 
3lectronic 
Technician l 124 4 99-C6-89-122 
Real esta.te Im.n 2 137-87 
Sto.te polbcm:3.n 2 94-90 1 93 
2stirra tor-
1)ainter 1 111 
Plumber 1 81 
Po lie e.man 1 114 1 C9 
Butcher 1 108 
Auto l'1echanic 1 108 2 100-100 
S2.lesman 1 71 
Electrici2.:1 1 100 1 8C 
::est':1.urEmt 
operator 1 100 
P.xot i)ff:"~ce clerk 1 104 
Store pro:'rietor l S'l 
.c~ =:;_~c 1cg:i Pt 1 llC 
F::.·~=-~(:er 2 92-85 
i>.vlation 1:1c.nagemer.:t l 108 
Dr a.l't Sl'li.l n 2 29-110 
Telephone Installer 1 106 
Gas station proprietor 1 71 
LJ.the operator 1 78 
School or college J2 8 
(See Table 11.) 
Undecided 5 llC-116-106 2 77-96 
100-55 
TOT~I.LS 30 30 
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:.ttention is invited to the point th:~ ,.:, the samz _people do not alJpear in 
both tables 8. ::'nd 10. o.s "not sure 11 or 11undecided 11 • SoJ:'.e had long 
ro.n::.:;e plans but no ir::rn.edic:J.te vrork plans and vice ve:~s~'-• 
Table 11. 
The Fields of Choice of the i'arines ~Tho 
\Jere Goins back to School and their 
Intelligence Level. 
Fields of Choice Number of 1'>1en and Intelligence 
(1) 
Grou2 A (2) (3) Grouf B (4) 5) 
Textile enL;ineer 1 109 
Conunercial artist 1 93 
Physicist 1 140 
Electronics 2 114-96 
Accou:"lting 2 122-112 
Business aruninistration 1 90 
Journalism 1 115 
Civil En,3ineer 1 129 
Physical ?.d. Coach 1 107 
Electrical &1gineer 1 104 
Chemist 1 126 
Mechanical Engineer 2 125-105 
Hotel l~nagernent 1 104 
No choice 3 136-127 1 111 
TOTALS 12 
105 
~Grou12 A~ 8 (Grour:, B~ 
Table 12. 
Reasons Given for the Selection of 
the Long Range Plans • 
Reasons Given Nunber of 
Choices 
Group A B 
(1) (2) (3) 
Relatives in the business 6 7 
Interested and has aptitude 3 7 
Learned through sales of ho~re s 
while in the service 1 
School trained 1 
Interested through reading 1 
High wages possible, advancement good 1 2 
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Level 
\ 
i 
Table 12. (Concluded) 
Reasons Given 
(1) 
Liked fi;ures, ~ood in mathematics 
Good solid trade, ovm your ovm 
business 
Likes to travel 
Hilita.ry experience led him to it 
Security 
Likes v10rk vr.i..th young people 
Likes small arms repair, father 1 s 
Likes the challenge 
No field or plan or reason 
TOTALS 
Group 
hobby 
Nuniber of 
Choices 
A 
(2) 
2 
1 
1 
3 
1 
1 
1 
1 
7 
B 
4 
3 
1 
1 
4 
30 30 
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In an effort to determine the effect of the f.:>Jnil;y attitude upon 
the vocational choices, the effect of parental approval or disapproval 
>vas checked. Of the sixty cases included in this study, ten (10) 
parents disapproved the plans, twenty-seven (27) approved them, eighteen 
(18) showed no attitude or indicated the decision 1.'l'3.S up to the indivi-
dual and five (5) :-Iarines had no parents or near relatives. 
In order to determine further if the circwnstances of the frunly 
had any effect upon the lone range careers of the men, the occupations 
of the !Ilembers of the family 1.-fuo are the actual 1·10rking members of the 
household vrere comrured to the 1om range pl3.ns of the rr.en. In some 
cases this parent is the sole surviving one. In other cases, the men 
were reluctant to discuss the occupations of their parents and resisted 
any effort to detennine the economic status of their fo~ily. These are 
shown .:ts "not stated". Those men vJho had no parents or immediate rela-
ti ves are so shoHn., 
Table 13. 
Long Range PJ.a ns of the :Men Comp.::red to the 
Occupations of their Parents 
Lon.s Range Plnns of the 
i':-Ien in Group A (1) 
Electronic technician 
Heal estate rm.n 
Real estate man 
State police:rran 
State policemn 
Estiwator-painter · 
Plumber 
Policeman 
:Jutcher 
Auto mechanic 
Salesman 
Electrician 
Restaurant operator 
School or college 
Textile engineer 
Comuercial artist 
Physicist 
Accountant 
Accountant 
Electronics 
Business administration 
Journalism 
No choice 
No choice 
No choice 
Undecided 
Undecided 
Undecided 
Undecided 
Undecided 
Long li.ange ?Inns of the 
:i.·.ien in Group B (I) 
La the operator 
Drafts;ran 
Draftsw.an 
Occupations of the 
Parents 
(2) 
General store mmer 
Servicenan, USAF 
No family 
Laborer 
Pipefitter 
Painter 
Homenaker 
Policeman 
Carpenter 
Auto mechanic 
Homemaker (sick) 
Assistant buyer 
Homenaker 
Not stated 
Not stated 
Not stated 
Auto mechs.nic 
3oss of fish pier 
Truck driver 
Part time preacher 
Retired 
Bookkeeper 
l'laid 
Unemployed 
Not stated 
Laborer 
Farmer 
No parents 
Hospita I 1..rard helper 
Occupations of the 
Parents 
(2) 
Unemplo;yed 
Housevrife 
No family 
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Table 13. ( Conclu:led) 
Lon.; iiange Plans of the 
Hen in Group B (1) 
Aviation nanagement 
Electrician 
Post Office,Clerk 
Store proprietor 
Aerologist 
Farmer 
Farmer 
State policeman 
Policenan 
Electronic Technician 
Zle ctronic Technician 
Electronic Technician 
Electronic Technician 
Gas station proprietor 
Auto m.e.chanic 
Auto mechanic 
Telephone installer 
Undecided 
Undecided 
School or college 
Civil engineer 
Physical education 
Electrical engineer 
Chemistry 
Nechanical engineer 
tl:echanical engineer 
Hotel n~agement 
No choice (Liberal arts) 
Occupations of the 
Parents 
(2) 
:Jire tester 
No family 
Cabinetmaker 
Unemployed (sick) 
No farnily 
1-Iaint en an ce na. n 
Farmer 
Cabinetmaker 
Housemaid 
Factory firenan 
Buffer-polisher 
Plumber 
Lumber business mmer 
Painter 
Retired Naval Officer 
Electrician, pow~rh0use 
Crane operator 
Aircraft -v.orker 
(,'us tom ag e:nt. 
Railroad yardna.ster 
Fisherman, deepsea 
Carpenter contractor 
Shoe salesman 
Factory machine installer 
Sanitation department, tmmship 
Trucker 
Retired GE i·Torker 
An effort 1.-m.s made to determine the effect of home ties upon the 
career choices of the man. The thought behind this approach vras the 
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hypothesis that the cmracteristics of the home tmm could ba ve a pro-
nounced effect on the choice of an irrlividua.l. If the econoJ~;· of the tmm 
vms limited or the are2. was economically depressed, then t,he activity i..hich 
was chosen could conoievable be the result of availability rather than 
desire. Conversely the location of the home near or in an urban settin; 
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ld l r::.f'fr'ct on tl1"' voc·"tl·on:2]_ cho..~."'~es of -,::Jersons such as :'2oston COlli 1ave 9-n "'· - "' u. -- - -- • 
thro~h the cr8c.t vJ.riety of opportunities :end sclKlOls available in the 
c.rea. 
Table 14. 
Choices of Home Tm-ms and the 
11easons for the 8hoices. 
Reason for Choice Nen Going £lien Not 
Back to Going 
Home Tmvn Back 
Group A B A B 
(1) (2) (3) (4.) ( 5) 
Famil;:;' lives there 10 9 1 4 
Job opportunities 4 3 3 5 
Likes the area 0 4 2 2 
" No home ties 0 0 l 3 
TOTALS 23 16 7 14 
Hmv much use t.lle individuals hc.d made and pl&nne1 to !!Jake of for-
mal guidance services an:l. uhat their effect \vas on the plans of the 
persons vfas another facet of the subject of vocatioml choice uhich 
1.vas investigated. It appears tln t the greatest majority of these men 
either felt no need for assistance in the process of findin; a lifets 
1:1ork or ''Tere content to work out their ov..n problems i.·lithout any pro-
fessional assistance. Only ten persons l1ad consulted any counselors 
at :1ll a.nd these \vere all concerned v.d.th admissions and fields of 
study in schools. Four r:aen who i.vere not familiar 1dth the services 
offere<l b;;.' the Vet8ran 1 s Administration stated th:>.t they vmuld consult 
Hith the vocational counselors at that facility. One man 1.mo was being 
discl1.arged for medical reasons had discussed his occup:.~tional lJOssibi-
lities vfith his psychiatrist. The others shmved no interest or did not 
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feel any need to make use of the service. 
Lastly the effect of military service on the careers of the men "\"ras 
investigated. Almost to a man the Narines aer:;ed th:l. t the service had 
assisted them from the standpoint of maturity, learning to live c•rith 
other persons, ho1rr to accept responsibility, and had taught them to curb 
their iml::lulsive responses to trying situations. Only nine could see that 
the life in the service and the traininz which they had received lud had 
any detect&ble effect upon their choice of occupation. Five of these 
men l<ere service trained in the electronics field, one had had his in-
terest in 1.1eapons rer.:air intensified and one had had his desire to travel 
intensified and was affecting his choice of his field of study in college. 
One 1.vant eel to use his aerolOGY training and the last planned to use his 
training as an aviation mechanic. 
Conversely, the us.; by the Harinc Corps of the training in civilian 
life which these men brous;ht into the service indicated tl:nt as a gener-
al rule, there was very little utilization of vrh?.t the men thoucht ;.;ere 
their best offerine to the service. Here a3ain the men thou2ht that 
their potenti<:1.l vras not fully ex-ploited by the K:wine G:Jrp s e.nd tha-:. 
they could haye been used more efficiently and completely. 
CHAPTER. IV 
ANALYSIS OF Tlli: DATA 
As >'lith all data which are :presented, many interpretations can be de-
rived from .the figures. Unless the reader is av,rare of some of the oack-
grolll'ld lalich accompanies but does not appear in the tables, erroneous 
conclusions ii'Jithout, basis in fact na.y be dra'tm from such attempts at ana-
lysis. 'l'here are also many correlations between different tables in this 
study vJhich need to be e:h.-plained. itrr:,r attempt to indicate the corre1at ions 
and to place them in tables to shovl interrelationships >1ould have resulted 
in tables of incomprehensible complexity. -~~benever one deals 11ith such 
intangible factors ·as those v.rhich influence human behavior, it is almost 
impossible to isolate one group of factors and consider them <dthout con-
sideration of the others. It is the purpose of this chl.pter t;o iduerpret 
the data in the light of such backgroun::l information so that correct in-
ferences may be drmm from the data. 
As an e::r..arnple, the number of persons sho·vn in Table S. as 11not. sure 11 
and 11no plans 11 might lead a person to the conclusion that these persons 
were not approaching the problem posed to them 1·Jith any degree of aggres-
siveness at all. A little deepG:> knovJledge, hm,ever, leads ix> the findiilg 
that a majority of the men shovm as "not sure" came from homes vhich were 
not in the local area. For example, two. >vere from Canada, one fron~ the 
state of ;Jashington, and one from New Harnpshire. Another person cane 
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from. a tmm 11;:1ich is a suDuro of ~larwick, :t.hode Ismnd, Hhich he described 
as a small place >Jhich uas economically depressed at this time. In ad-
dition, he had just returned from sea duty and h:J.d h?.d no opl::;ortunity to 
return to his home area to seek out employment prospects. One man 1.vas 
bein:; dischar3ed from the service for medical reasons. He vl:ls a mature, 
coElpetent individml v>'ho 1·m.s still in the process of e::t..-plorine several 
fields open to him and had not come to a concrete decision. 'i.'he rerrain-
ing Karines \'ler.;; youths 111ho appeared to have not devoted much thought to 
t.he >-re.ys and means of implementin,z their plans; they indic:.::.ted college as 
a choice uith no specific field of endeavor. Orie of these t·v,u, hm-.rever, 
1r1as )lannins to use the resources of the Vet01'an 1 s Administration voca-
tional guidance to help him select his field of endeavor. 
In the "n.o plans 11 cate~ory, t1:JO indi victuals \·tere being discharged 
ahead of their planned release dc..te because of the death of their fathers: 
they too had had little opportunity to develop prospects for e:,:_plo;;r;Jent. 
The oth8r person uas one of th0 fe1.·1 failures of t:1 .;; i::ri:.e:."Vie·.Jin.: pro:.;rarn; 
he vrc.s a plec.sarrtl;T uncooperative, non-comiu:i.ttal individual v.ho did not 
desire to release an;/ info rm.J.t ion to the int ervievJer a.'1d l_X:.ssi vel;r resis-
ted any effort to set, hir:1 to 11open up11 • 
'rhus it 1'JOuld appe2.r thc.t these people uere not actuall;:.·· d~·Ndling in 
the selection of their jobs, instead it vvas lack of opportUJ.lity to do any 
shopping for the job, or a lack of c.vail<.J.bility in the area selected for 
residence, rather than irresponsibility :·v1hich 1rl0.s causing the <ielay. .iith 
the exception of one individual, all 1·IeN coc;11izant. of th.si1, }'ro bleJa e>"nd 
had the lmovrledge th..:~t the responsibility for selection -,·i:l.s theirs. 
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So far as the r.:;mainder of the individuals -vrho vrere queried 2.bout 
thoir short range or immediate plans, exa.nrl.mtion of the t;nJes of occu-
lXl.tions they sou:-;ht as stop-gap emplo;ym~nt shous tr.:1 t they could hardly 
be termed glamorous or jobs "J:i.th a hieh social prestige. .J11en one 
ey,.:..:.;,Jines these choices in comparison h'i th the reasons forth 8 selection 
of the jobs as indicated in Table 9, it shm·Ts th2.t availability of the 
job plays a large part in the choice and that relatives and friends 
;;>lay a large p;1rt in making the job available. TJ.1is is lardly surpri-
sing in that the men are acceptin:.; these jobs onl~,- as tempor.:.ry e;:pe-
dientc and are therefore not inc;Li.ned. to be too fussy about them. 
The;;,· are inclined to take l'fhat is av.:d.lable. 
The selection of vocc.tions as career plans as S~lOlll1 in Table 10, 
hov;ever, presents a som.euhc:.t different pictur'e althou.:::;h once ag:::.:i.n 
one is struck by the appar::mt hard-headedness of tho :;roup in the se-
-lection of occu)ations. They chose occu~8ations they conside:..,ed sound 
and substantial, 1·dth little pretensions of social presti[;e or :;lamor 
attached. Strangely enoug!1, vihen one cor.1pares the occU):J.tions and the 
reasons for the choices shmm in Table 12, onl;7 three persons in the en-
tire g:::·ouj_J :ru.entioned higi1 v:ages or good working condit:~_ons as the basis 
for ·cheir decisions; the subject never arose as a reaso11 ~.-.: .. · vocational 
choice ui.th the other l'farines. Apparently this is either so basic a 
consideration that it does not ;nerit discussion, or it is not a .strong 
fa.ctor in the minds of the men. The prima.r;y reD.son cited for the choice 
of a vocation seemed to be hav:i.n.; relatives in the businESs 11hich of-
fered a good start to the per:Jon or that the :men h&.d an interest in it 
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vrhich vre.s developed through some sort. of related experience i·rhich acquain-
teu them 1'li..th that t~pe of 1.vork. Of the thirteen •·Jho ,save c..'..s their reason 
for the choice, as shmm in 'rc.ble 12, reb.tiv::s in the busi:.:ess, eight 
indic.s.ted that the;{ hoped eventuG.lly to take over the ~Jusiness as a going 
institution from their parents or relatives. 
Interestin;l;y enough, onl;y tvlo of the men in Group i.'.. planned to 
go b:a.ck to their former occupation as a career. (Table 6) They v.rer0 
the house painter 1\iho had vJOrl~ed for his father and was planning to eo 
baclc and enter his father 1 s business lJit.h the e:n:pectation that he ~>.ould 
inherit it one day. The other 1·1as the butcher i·fuo liked his vTork. In 
Group B there vrere four men vJho had decided to go back to their former 
1·mrk. i'hese >vere the t;·.ro automobile aechanics \vho felt that the 1vork 
·i'J·as satisfying to them, the gas station attendant vrho !1oped to take over 
the business one day and the lathe Horker uho knm<V of nothing better to 
d.o. Upon reflection, hov1ever, ;-Jhen one considers that the jobs held 
before entry into the service 1vere either short-time su:·.1r:1er jobs or 
i"Iere jobs 1·mich the ren quit to enter the service and thus vtere c;m-9s l'dth 
vrhi.ch the ir.en 11ere dissatisfied, this comparatively srua.ll group is not 
t.oo surprising. 
At fir.3t glance, it might appear that an unusu<1l nUJ11ber of these 
men had decided that the furtherance of their educiltion i<VO..s an important 
step in their lives and that a consider:::.ble nULlber of them had chosen 
their fields of endeavor as cche data in Table 11 infer. Agc:in one 
might come to -'chG conclusion that militnry service had enhanced. the men 1s 
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desire for increased educD.tion in the li.;ht of their eval.UJ.tion of the 
value of further education. Kr;O\'Jled:_;e of sor,;e of i:.ll3 be.ck:;round behind 
this choice is ira.portant, hm·;ever, in order to h.'. ve a true appreciation 
of this e;::pressed choice. In the i'irst place, the i.iD.rine Jor:,:"JS conducts 
a very ag;;rc:ssi v.3 c~mpaign for r0enlistE1ent for titos e persons 1·lho are 
co;ain.; to the end of their enlistr.1ent. In order to esc;:~pe the pressure 
of the reenlistment cc.mpaign, nnny of these men h.:'. ve indicated a choice 
v1l1icl1 is difficult for tll o recnlistnmnt intervie'..rer to refute, that of 
going bacl;: to scl1ool. i>.s a result, those i·ia:dnes 1·.ho ma;y· not have any 
specific pl;,.;.ns or vrho may have plans of lJhich they are not ~)roud, 1:1ill 
use the goal of GOin:; back to school as a Sllbterfuge or cov<~r plan. 
:'ih::m they 1·1ere accosted :rith the prac~ice..l aspects of finar:.cil\:; their 
education, severCLl of them admitted that neither they nor their p;:.rents 
•·rerc able to fimnce their educatioml pl.::cns directly. 'i'i.lC;J' admitted 
that part tirne lrork ~-.uuld be re~~uirud <:J.nd v1hen faced <lith the )rospect 
that it uould stret,ch out. the tir;1e required for comlJletion of their 
plans, admitted th~t it ':;ould take a hij.1 ar:10unt of motivation to keep 
zoing. 
Also, exaiirl.mt.ion of the GCT int 0lli:;ence levels does :::1ot predict 
suc:.:cess for sev.::r:J.l oi: ·che men. On the basis of intelli;ence scores 
alone those ~-;Lose levels are in ti1e nineties, i"hich is the lovler end 
of the uiu.dle sroup, have a less than reasonable probabilit;y of suc-
cess in g;::;ining entry to colleges. This is only, it must be enpha-
sized, based on consideration of the intelli0ence levels alone. 
·~lith t.h e exceptions of four men in the d.:tta shown in l'o.ble 13, 
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\'lllich COllllEres the chosen occup:ttions to the o:::cu}X.~·l:,ions of the p2.rents, 
ther.:: is no appc1.rorrt carrj-over of the occup.:.tion of the lXl.r:nt to the 
cJ.10sen occupation 'of the son. In three of the a.;:ceptions, the son plan-
ned to inherit, the business, in anoth3r, there 1r._~;:; no cle<:tr-cut reason, 
othor th:.:.n close association, for the choice. 
That there is a definite effed of the ho:;n~ t.o;·m upon th-:; choice of 
the person is verJ evid.:mt from this study. ;lS sta:i:,ed, tho :.njorit:· of 
the ;nen c~cme from the "Greater Boston" urban are2. ~2ith its vast, complex 
labor r.:nrket. Job choices -;-wr.:o com;,Jarativcly plentiful: choice of field 
1rras a .:;reater problem than finding a job. In_ fivG cases, Hhcrc.: the men car..te 
fro;-;1 small tovms, v;here the emplo;;nnent facilities uere l~Jitod, the l·iarines 
\vere ~1uch less sure of emplo;ym::::nt; and lad accepted the fact thd, if the;{ 
vrished to live the:ce, they 1.-rould have to subordirw.te their hopes and ad-
just to the v;ork available in the areu. 
~ihen asked about the effect of military service upon tl1eir lives, 
practically all of the men a::;reed that it had cnused them to Inature, 
realise 1:~1at responsi0ility 1V"<..l.S ~nd accept it and hm·l to [;Ct alon,s ili th 
and tolerate oth~s. The expr.;::ssion 11nade a man out of lY'£ 11 ".-Ie.s fre-
<::.uently used. Onl;y in nine Cc.ses, hoi·,;ever, v:Tas the effect of se:~vice 
life recognizably carried over to tho civilian career: in five of 
these tha training of the men in electronics he.d affected their choice 
Of careers. In tile sixth Coo'.se the rran t s p3.ssion for t:ru.v3l uas enhw.nced 
so that he u;:~s elc ctin . z a field lJhich he thought -..·mulci r equirc c.. consi-
derable amount of travel. A seventh nan 1 s desire for guns:r:d.thing ~llork 
i·ras also increased b~- his service experience, the eighth man 1 s training 
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in aerolog;;;· WJ.:.> too good ~n opportunity to pass up, 1:1hile the l<:~st man 
planned to use his training as an aircraft mechanic to good advantage. 
There is no ap)aront relation bet>..rean th·;; ci \lilian experience of 
the men prior to entry into t.h:J service and tihe use to ·:hich they vJere 
put in the l".larine Corps. In this area the majority of t h<:: men did not 
feel that they had been correctly used in their best cap<..".city by the 
Corps, nor did they feel that the Corps had consistently evoked their 
best ei'forts. In justice to the l'ia.rine Corps a recruit possessing a 
high school diploma 1.·Jith an eL1ployment record of three months of 
as:para~us cutting is hardly usable in that or a related field. 
L'1 surnrrr~ry then, the int 3i~vievrs produced the follm-TiiJ,2; data which 
appear· to lead to the f'ollm·dr~,:; findings: these_ men uho are in the middle 
group intelligence level vrl.th a record of short time of Gl.i"lplo;;rrrent prior 
to entr;y· into t.h;:; servic 3, the ;;a jori t y of them h::. vin.; a hi0h school 
diploma.t unn.Jal·ried, and 00Y"J.Ol':J.ll;y froEl the ur·ban complex of Boston, h:1ve ap-
proached the problc:I1 oi' vocational choice -,'lith a r<::alistic, hard-hec,ded 
vieupoint. They did not appear to be in search of 11glamor 11 jobs >ilth a 
high social prestige. Their choices a)pGD.red to be compatible ~;vith their 
intelliGence level, although severa:L of those persons irli1o he.d elected 
furtherance of t. heir ed-q.cation seemed to 11over-shoot 11 in this considera-
tion and also tended to SG'ek the more glamorous titles. The bi;gest 
single reason for selection of a vocation, both short term a.n:i long 
range, s;z;.:;med to be availability through relatives, closely follmJed by 
in-terest in the vocation which had bo.;;n sti.mul:~ted by some sort of re-
lated activity. Un the negative side so far as discussion is concerned, 
HerG the f .ctors of 1·Jc.:.r;es and job conditions, :::~s ':Iell as attitudes of the 
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parents or the parent's occupations. The characteristics of the home 
town appeared to play a role in the selection of a vocation. l·lilitary 
service was of little influence and had little correlation w.i..th civilian 
vocational choice. Little use 11as nade of professional guidance. ,;Jha.t 
use wa:: made of it 1'rc:.s .t:cimarily by the persons going back to school. 
In all of these data, no differentiation has been nade in the dis-
cussion between Group A and Group B. In the najority of the tables there 
seemed to be no significant pertinent diiference between the bJO g;roups. 
'!'here is a hi§:ler incidence of married men in Group B, 1'Thether this is 
one of these inexplicable accidents >·hich occurs or 1·1hether there is a 
reason for this is difficult to explain. There seems to be no round 
reason for this increase in the number of maiTied men being released 
especiall;T since this incidence runs counter to the economic pressures 
and the higher rate of unemplo;fment 1vhich 11a::; prevalent on the outside. 
On the other hand, the deciding factor -,..rrlich may have been the motiva-
tint:; one in these cases 11as the consideration that inflation ho.d become 
a reco;:_:nizable factor anci the cost of raisin.:; a fCJJ!lily on service pay 
had b\3come too great for the :rra.rried men Hho ":rere seeldng r3liel' throueh 
the ostensibly higher vrages offered in civilian life, although this is 
contravened by the impending passase of a. higher pay bill. 
1'here is also an increased amount of priv.;;.tes in Group :a as op-
posed to Group A. This is explainable by an increase in th <3 number 
of me:::1 11ho 1·1ere being discharged by reason of medical unfitness; four 
of these persons were privates being discharged for psychiatric un-
fitness for military service. 
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These privates also tipped the scales h;:;:avily in Grou1J 3 in the 
increased number of men in Table 5, Academic Achievem;.:;nt of :i:1Iarines, 
in that the table sho'\iS that there v.a3 only one rran in Group A who had 
left school at the conclusion of the eighth grade vihile in Group :a, 
there vl'ere six. 'l'hese four men vJere ones l'l'ho had left school at the end 
of their eighth y~ar. 
Other than these differences there appear to be no items in the 
composition of Group :a which are significantly different from Group~. 
All in all for the purposes of this stuqy, the differences bet-,·Teen the 
tl'IO groups so fa:..· as nake-up is concerned are negligible. 
Thus superficially there vras no evidence evoked ~J.hich indicated 
that a p8riod of economic stress such as that encountered iJ;y Group B 
made any appreciable difference in their approaches to the problems 
they were facing in the selection of a job a.n:i the selection of their 
life's work. There was, ho"vever, a concomitant effect it>'hich 1,-nuld 
not have appeared. as a statistic in tha project in that it is not a 
fi,;ure l•.rhich is directly p3rtinent. It 1,-Jas noted that th 0 reenlist-
ment rate during the second period und..::r study increased sha.rply. 
This, further, is not a phenomenon peculiar to this particular post. 
11 
Navy Times had this to say about the current reenlistment rate: 
"Hore people are reenlisting in the services. l~iore young men--
The so called first termers, are signing up for another hitch. The 
services, especially the Navy and th:; Iv.iarine Corps, are gratified. 
'l'hey see a strengthening of their enlisted ranks 1-r.i.th more 'moti-
vated' career personnel ••• In January, the month 11:i.th the last 
complete statistics, the l\Tavy could register a reenlistment rate 
of 38.8 percent among its first cruise sailors. The Harine Corps 
i/Navy Ti::J.es (April 5, 1958) Volume 7, Nurllber 25: 5Column 3. 
scored a high 46.97 percent. 
first term re,mlistment rate 
scored with 22.5 percent. 
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Back in December, the Nav-y- hit a 
of 25.8 percent while the Harine Corps 
iJJhat do those figures indicate? Is it anticipation and ex-
pectation of the ne\'l r;ay raises now being considered by Congress? 
Or is it that fev1er servicemen are leaving the military because 
they fear the cold 'outside' civilian life? They don't want to 
become part of the growing masses of 5,200,000 unemployed civi-
lians. Or is it both? 
They also note tm t the only time the services have a truly 
high reenlistment rate among first-cruise sailors is in time of 
national economic setbacks. 'rhe Navy·, for example, coul<l shm'l an 
almost 80 percent reenlistrrent rate among first cruise sailors 
during the depression da;ys in the Thirties. 11 
CHAPrER V 
COl~CLUS IONS Al~D RECO.i'1·illN:U:. TIONS 
The method used for this study, that of personal interview is time 
consuming and laborious. 'I'he results are variable and depend a great 
deal on the progress of the intervievJ and the direction it takes. The 
skill of the intervie•ver in guiding the discussion also h:..s an influ-
ence on the results. Furthe1~, the results are not as easily abstracted 
into data. 
On the other hard, there viere man;y- nuances am subtle inferences 
gathered from the indi. victuals 1·Jhich 1.ver.:o gathered as a result of the per-
sonal relB.tionship. 'rhe interviewer i·Jas abl::.! Lo gain some insight into 
the person's actual thought processes and the v;a;y he approached his pro-
blem of vocational selection. It lad become apparent to him during his 
attem.i_:>t to abstract and tabulate the results of his intervie\vS that no 
tHo persons 1 reasonings v.rere exactly alike. Each time he placed a nu-
merical digit in its place in a table to repr~sent one facet of a person, 
he felt like sa;y-ing, 11 Yes, but • • • 11 
The first conclusion reached as a result of this stud;y- is that the 
personal intervie'I'I method of investige.ting vocational choice, while it 
has man;y limitations, offers a much better insight into the personal 
reasons for the action taken. 
-54-
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In f3.r as the choic:es of thr-; o;en are concerned_, the int ervie1,ver 
thinkinc; '>Jith which the mjorit2r of the men a)proac~1ed th 2ir problem 
of economic reloc0.tion. Host of the :men had evalvD.ted themselves re:>.-
sonably vrell and. h::>..d not stre.;Ted too far b::;yond the bounds of their 
capo. city in th::lir selections. The c;reatest offenders in the are~' of 
ove:restirrntion of their a.bilities \'Jere some of the ;r3n 1·1ho elected 
school o.s their next activity vrl1o 'Here not economice>.lly situ:::.ted so 
that they could pay for the cost of the school an::l. Hhose mental capa-
city or ~:ast academic perforrm.nce did ~lot predict success in school. 
The ac:.de;JLi.c achievement of the remainder of the men seemed to be in 
balance ld.th their choices. 
Parental approval or disapprova.l did not appear to have too much 
relationship to the choices of these i-'.iarines, nor ";as th;:;ra an,r mc.rkad 
relationship betv:een the occu:r:e.tions of the parents and the occup3.tionB.l 
choices of the men. In several cases ~;here thera 1-Jas a correlD.tion, it 
appeared that the prospect of o'imins the business in the future h..ad 
some ~vei.::]lt of the choice. 
The vocations and the fields of choice of these men a~Jpeared to be 
either in fields '\-:hich they recognized as bein~ cood sound solid fields, 
not too closely associated v.ri..th C;)rclic depressions or booms, or 1vere in 
fields 1·hich ar::: coi-!iElonly considered to be on the upsu.r.::;e. 
Availability of the job through relatives seemed to be the major 
combined factors in affectir"J,G the EJan 1 s choice., The fact that the job 
vJas there 11'Jaiting for him seemed to be of considerable· importance in 
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the choice. 
In conjunction 1:rlth availability it appears that the area t.fuich the 
man chooses for his home has a direct influence on his vocational choice, 
in that the factor of availability is a dominating one. The rrajorit:,r of 
these youths i-.rere in an area i·hich offered a t-.ride ranee of selection and 
opportunity; several men who md elected a horne in a less organized area 
\'Jere faced \·Ji.th a compromise and acceptance of less than wl:at their in-
nermost desires seeill.Sd to be. It is in this area i'lhere p.arent:s appa:.r 
to exercise an indirect influence; one third of the men elected to return 
to their original homes becaus3 their ps.rents lived there. 
'l'he factor of interest or former specific kno1tJled;:.:;e of the job seem-
ed to be a potent factor. In one rran 1 s case his father's hobb;y had cry·-
stallized into his son's vocational choice. Other men had eitho.:;r done 
that t:;-pe of '...rork before or had performed 1:ork i.hich the;yr thour;ht 'N-as 
similar to it and felt that they liked the field. Abilit;v or aptitude 
in the field seemed also to )Oint to a selection of a relc.ted activity. 
It seemed as if there was almost a progression of a developrrent of skill 
or aptitude :him built the interest 1vhich reenforced th3 aptitude Hhich 
built the interest even more • 
It uould appear that irrt elli;;ence is not a factor in vocational 
choice to the ex:~ent i·Jhere it cc.n be narked in its influence. 1'he in-
tervievrer beg::m this study vri.th a hypothesis that the more intelligent 
persons 1·.ould be more likel;y to have established more definite plans 
and. that possibly their choices 1;10uld be on a hi@1er economic plane 
than the less intelligent men. It a9pears that. this is not so and that 
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t,he established intelligence level of the person is not a factor >vhich 
he considers in his choices nor does the possession of a higher innate 
intelligence score indicate thc,t the individual 1·r.Lll oe more likely to 
exercise that intelligence through foresigJ:rt. and advance plannin; of 
investi;::;a tion of the various vocations. 
In the questioni110 of these men and their ans\·Ters, little mentj:on 
iv<:.s ever made of any s;ysteir.atic study of any vocati'tm froL"1 the vie>'f-
)Oint of earnings, ivorkirJG conditions, chances of advancement and other 
such mundane career considerations. Only one man mentioned that he had 
investigated his chosen field to that extent. At the time of the inter-
vievT he was still shopping around for the highest bidder. The others 
apparently had not 1rade any such evait;.~tion ·or had done so and considered 
it such a basic process that they did not bother to mention it. 'l1hCl"e 
was, hovrever, a very surprising lack of discussion of such practical 
factors as l'lc'.ges. i)ossibly these men had yet to realize the difference 
betueen a salary where m:my factors vrere furnished 11in kind11 and the 
other basic vm.se 1·.:hich is quoted before deductions and e.x;_)enses. To 
one who had not nnde a det~dled oomparison the latter is certainly 
much more impressive. 
The greatc.st rrajority of the men e;;::_)ressed themselves as fond of 
the lv.Jarine Corps. Some of them stated that they i'roulci have prefe1·red 
service life if they had been able to join the officer ranlcs but. they 
realized their lack of qualification. Almost to a 1.-"l:".n the:r ;.·mre in 
agreement that the service lw,d been of benefit so iL:c as their o1.m 
persomlity chans;es ivere concerned; they felt th~'.t the l:·zrine Corl;s had 
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.:-.v.::.de ~ man of me". 'rheir reasons for leavinc the service \Jere tl-:.2 lw.ck 
of futtJ..l.'} in it C')2.lpared to civili2n lJossL)ilities, the lack of any pl:ln-
ned car . .:;r procr·.:·m .:>.nd the increo.sed e3.rnins p:-mer "on the outside 11 • 
The aco.demic achievemEnt of these men 1·ms quite close, t.ith very 
little scatter. It is difficult to c.ssess the effect of academic ~-tchieve­
ment on tho vocation:>.l choice of th8 indi vidu..-tl bec.:mse of this. As 
a parenthetical insertion, lest the conunents of the last chapter cre2,te 
the impr·ession tlBt there t\i:ts o, l.:,ck of sincerity in the stated plans 
of the :.ten '/Jho planned to further thd..r education, the achievemm ts of 
these men 1tiho did further their educt>.tion in the service throut:;h the 
mediQm of correspondence courses should be cited as proof of ths fact 
th.a t there ivere men who were sincerely interested in the prospect of 
goinc b:.-.ck to school. There v.rere nnn;y men 1vho had taken courses un:i er 
the aus~·,ices of the l·fu.rine Corps Institute and USAFI and others tvho 
had successfully p3.ssed the GED high school equivalency tests. It was 
generally these men who were interested in the proposition of going 
back to school. Obviously the amount of formal education of "'--person 
does have an effect on the caliber of jobs for -vrhich he. is eligible; 
academic achievement can thus be specifically isolated as a basic fac-
tor in vocational choice on the basis of its restrictive forc-3 alone. 
The influence of professior1c:tl ::;uideL11ce services and job pl::tcement 
bureaus vras very slight. Few of the men contemplated their use; those 
who did were generally the ones v.ho had to consult i'tith deans of admis-
sions or "t..rere a1vare of the existence of the services throu.:;h their 
school connections. 1-hny of the reneinder had never given this service 
a thought nor had the possibilit3r of a formal self analysis and job 
analysis been considered. 
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Surnr;Jarized, the conclusions v.rhich ma;'l be dra:vm as the result of 
this study are: 
1. Vocational choice is a process of oomprom:i..se. 
2. Availability is an influencing factor on vocational choice. 
It is a very stron; factor. Selection of a home area has a bear-
ing on availability of vocational opportunities. 
3. Interests are very positive factors in vocational choice; in-
terests appear to be reenforced by aptitudes· u.nd prior knm-rledge 
of reJ.a ted information. 
4. Intelligence is not a fe.ctor in vocational choice vvhich is con-
sidered by the individual. 
5. Parental attitudes do not appear to have much direct influence. 
6. l'~ost of these men appear to be seeld.ng jobs Hhich offer security 
or are jobs vm.ich are economically promising rather than jobs >vhich 
offered gJa mor or prestige. 
7. Very fev.r persons undertoolc any serious and systena tic job study 
before choosing a vocation, and professional guidance services i-IBre 
not utilized to any significant extent. 
8. Nos t of the men felt a liking for the service; they left it 
for better opportunities on the outside. -iJhen economic conditions 
in civili~m life worsened, they v,rere more l:iable to reenlist. 
It must be emphasized that the conclusions and recommendations vJhich 
have been form3d as a result of this study should perhaps be more properly 
labelled inferences mxi implications. 'rhey have resulted more from the in-
tervievlS than from the data v.hich have been presented, ani represent a su1n-
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nation Of the iElpressions ani feelin.:_~S 1'lhich the interviewer has obtained 
from personal cont:J.ct rather than a statistical display. The population 
of the study is admittedly a special!Z.~d one but its v::ry speci4_ized 
nature lends interest to the findings. ·~Jhether these findings are ty-
pical of any other se,,sment of the i.'lorld 1 s population is, of course, a 
problem yet to be ans';Jered. 
The most striking thing -vinich occurs to the author from this study· 
is the vJide diverc;ence betl-r.:.:an men Hho -.,;ere planning to r;o back to 
school and those 1-ID.o were going forth to vJOrk. hare investigutions are 
needed of the men 1-Jho are going (.o v;ork in order· to balance t,1e hi[jl 
number of investigations which concern themselves ·.d.th persons of a 
school population. It may be tlE t ·i:,he di.(ferew::es of tl1is c1J.ss of 
people ma~c eJ-...'tract different information and cause a different eval-
uation of f':::ctors of vocational choice. 
It is also reconlirend8d that more educ<.:ction in the school system 
be offered in the process of job selection, vr.i.th greater emphasis on 
the increased use of aptitude tests, interest inventories, und other 
methods of self evaluation. There also appears to be room in our edu-
cational processes for a better stimulation, channeling arrl reenforcement 
of aptitudes v1ith interests so that they are geared together and co-
ordinated 1r1hen a vocational choice is ina<.ie. '.ihere also ap_t)ears to be 
room for tea.c11iag persons hm..r to go out ani dig for opportunity ra-
ther than se:~tling for and compromisin_; with vihat is available. nore 
effective use of guidance services is needed and the ivay to obtain 
them appears to be throush the use of a better advertisin3 campaign 
on the part of these services. 
So far as tha ..:;.rli13d Services are conc-.;rned, i:!nd p3.rticul..J.rl;:;' the 
.i.'ia.rine Corps, there is a n::;ed. for a much better end more pronounced 
caree:~ management plan so that progress in a career can be personally 
measured and plotted by the person. In addition, the career plan must 
be so organized as to offer a constant ~.)revoking ch<J.llenge to the in-
dividual. Although th;.;r~ reve been many campaigns in the reenlistment 
iJrogram to e1.1phssize the equalitL~s of service pay u.nd service life to 
civilian p~y ani civilian life, the point is not set tin.:.; across to 
these n:en. Some nev1 sellin.5 approach is needed to drive this home, 
although it is evident tm t these men are mm.re of the facts of life, 
economically spe.1.kins;, and have be~n quick to evaluate aneH civilian 
earnings and opportunities as compared to the militar;r. 
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In co nclu,sion, there is a strikinc para.llel betlleen vocational 
choice a:n:l the cl10ice of a llife. In the selection of a vocation th e 
psychologist uould have a man select t.h e job for i·hich he :is best adap-
ted rnentally; the economist .1;Iould 11ave tha l:tost qualified men in the 
most qualified jo~ and the sociologist Vl:>uld have the men placed in the 
job where his efforts are best geared to the best interests of his so-
ciety. In the choice of a >dfe the geneticist 'l:ould lk1.ve the nate 
selected on the basis of ·ffie best COElbinat ion of 0enes; "che biolo.::;ist 
vrould have marriac;e occur "'t the optimum period of sexual c~j_x.city; the 
sociologist vlould have the marric.,_;e occur re,_c',rdless of r•:~ce or creed; 
the clerg::,nnan uould have nurriage only bet·v~een .tn01:l.bers of his sect and 
the economist '\'iould have the rnarric:.se tdce place only after the family 
can support itself • 
In spite of aJ.l these exhor-t-ations mo.n goes blL,1lel;/ on his vJay, 
selecting his mate by some mysterious system, not kno1.-m to th8 inves-
tigator and not defina0le in terms of factors, drives or logic. His 
process of selection of his vocational career seems to be the same 
mysterious, incomprehensible method and no amount of study, analysis 
or logic vdll have much effect on it. 
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